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News from the Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Club, Perth. WA.
This issue comprises the June 2020 to November 2020 Meetings.

At the 22 June 2020 meeting, Matthew Cass
showed a 1926 Westinghouse 55A 5-valve TRF
radio receiver. More details on Page 6-8 .

Vince Taylor presented the story of Nicholsons in
Perth at the 24 August 2020 meeting. Page 12-14
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At the 27 July 2020 meeting. Richard Rennie
presented the story of Stuart Booty and his
Vitavox phonographs. Details on page 10,11

Phil Oxwell was one of the 8 members that gave
short presentations on their favourite projects at
the 28 September 2020 meeting. Pages 15-17
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VINTAGE WIRELESS AND GRAMAPHONE CLUB
OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA Inc.

Editorial

EXECUTIVE 2020-2021

Welcome to Edition No 136 of our Club
magazine, “Radio-Gram”! This issue
covers our club activities during the period from June 2020 to November 2020.

President: Rob Nunn
51 St Helier Drive, Sorrento, WA 6020
Phone: 0418 922 629 (M) ;

The magazine complements our Club
Website, http://vwgc.org.au managed
by our Vice-President Reg Gauci.

Email : ranunn07@bigpond.com
Vice President: Reg Gauci

Rob Nunn

The club’s finances are a subject close to our heart. We
like to keep the club membership dues low as possible,
but our expenses are substantial including the cost of hiring the Blue Gum Community Centre Function Room,
publishing and distribution of our magazine, supper, annual dinner, film hire costs etc.

Secretary: Andrew Wakeman
Email : tdsc@iinet.net.au
Vince Taylor (Minute Secretary)
Treasurer: Barry Kinsella
Email : barkinsella@optusnet.com.au

Our income is supplemented by sporadic donations of unwanted equipment from the public, which are auctioned to
members interested in restoring these items.

Website: Reg Gauci : http://vwgc.org.au
Email: info@vwgc.org.au

Committee: Rob Nunn, Barry Kinsella, Andrew
We are pleased to report that Melville City has generousWakeman, Vince Taylor, Reg Gauci, Tony Bayliss.
Tony Barbatano and Sydney Pateman (Auctioneers). ly removed the cost of our storage cupboard at the Function Centre, and approved a Non-Monetary Grant of up to
Paul Hansen (Librarian).
$500 to cover our Function Room hire costs from January
to June 2021. We are grateful to the City and will endeavour to continue our close association with Wireless Hill
Meetings are currently held on the fourth Monday of
and the City of Melville by supporting their projects of
each month (with the exception of December) at 8pm community involvement.

Editor: Rob Nunn; Publicity/Website: Reg Gauci

in the Blue Gum Community Centre—Function
Room. Visitors are always welcome!

Our club is open to people of all genders, nationality, ages
Although the main interests of members are wireless and interests. We actively pursue our involvement in public events such as Information Days at Wireless Hill, Have
receivers and gramophones (or phonographs) ,
a Go Day at Burswood Park, Shannons Classic Car Show
many members are also interested in amplifiers, teleetc, where we have a display of vintage items and answer
phones, musical boxes, tape recorders, television
questions from the public about radios, gramophones etc..

receivers and other associated equipment and memorabilia.
At our September 2020 meeting we trialed a new type of
Radio-Gram is currently published twice per year, in
about February and September.
Send articles and advertisements to the editor :
Rob Nunn : 51 St Helier Drive, Sorrento, WA, 6020.
Email: ranunn07@bigpond.com
Phone : 0418 922 629
Please make sure your ‘copy’ is submitted by the
meeting night prior to the issue month.
Advertisements are placed FREE of charge, but
should be of a non-exploitive nature.

Subscriptions: $35 (payable in June)
(Concession rate: $30)
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presentation where a number of members agreed to make
short presentations on a subject of interest to them. This
was most successful, and enjoyed by all. I would like to
thank the members involved— Russell Nash, Lawrie
Bugeja, Kevin Chant, Gail Cleland, Rod Edward, Phil
Oxwell, Norbert Torney, Richard Rennie, Matthew Cass,
Tony Bayliss, Merv Thompson.
We are looking forward to an interesting and entertaining
year ahead for the club. We are pleased that our meetings were able to continue after a break of 3 months in
early 2020 caused by Covid-19 restrictions, and hope that
the Covid situation improves worldwide and in Australia in
2021, especially after distribution of the vaccines.
A favorite event in our calendar is the January Members
Auction. We have revised the rules for these auctions to
include a mandatory $2 fee per item entered in the auction
payable by the seller. This is mainly to reduce the large
number of items and also to improve the quality of items
submitted. We hope members see this as an improvement! ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,Rob Nunn, President VWGC
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Recent Events
June 29, 2020 : AGM and Members Auction.
July 27, 2020 : The Story of Stuart Booty and his Vitavox
Phonograph (Richard Rennie). AndDonated Items auction.

Richard Rennie

August 24, 2020 : The Story of Nicholsons in Perth, WA.
(Vince Taylor)
Vince Taylor

September 28, 2020 : Mini-presentations by Club members.
October 26, 2020 : Domestic Video Cassette Recorders
1975—2010. (Norbert Torney)
November 23, 2020 : Christmas dinner, 6.30pm at Blue
Gum Community Centre.

Norbert Torney

Coming Events
January 25, 2021 : Members Auction.
February 22, 2021 : Loudness in Broadcasting (Gus Slater)
March 22, 2021 : Military Radios (Rod Edward)
April 26, 2021 : Car Radios (Kevin Chant)
Rod Edward

May 24, 2021 : The Development of Radar (Don Ripper)
June 28, 2021 : AGM and Members Auction

Kevin Chant

Don Ripper

Steve Austin
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Minutes of Vintage W ireless and Gramophone Club WA meeting held at clubrooms
Monday 22nd June 2020. 38 members present. 2
visitors.

8.03pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. Welcome to our first meeting since February. A lot went on
behind the scenes with the City of Melville to enable us to
meet again. As per restrictions there is hand sanitiser at
the door and all attendees are asked to sign the attendance sheet so we can contact trace.
Apologies have been received from our Vice Pres Reg
Gauci . We welcome visitors James and Peter who are
gramophone enthusiasts and guests of Rodney House.
A PDF copy of the club magazine has been emailed out.
If anyone would like a hard copy then please take one
tonight but do not forget to cross your name off the list so
we do not waste postage sending you another one. As
always we are looking for contributions for the next edition. Case histories, profiles etc are all welcome.

Tony Smith- Daryl Binning, founding member of the Motion Picture and TV Museum collected a great deal of
mood music discs specifically for scoring film. They are
78rpm microgroove vinyl c. 1962. A few are here tonight
for perusal. Enquire during the break if you are interested
in them.
Items of Interest.
Mathew Cass- 1926 Westinghouse 55. A 5 valve TRF
radio receiver. Made in Canada and based on a RCA50.
Good original condition on the case. Crude manufacture
but gets good reception on a 6ft antenna.
Norbert Torney- 1) A novelty radio in the style of a horn
gramophone of unknown Chinese manufacture. Was
modified to enable it to be a working record player to play
microgroove records. 2) Buick car radio c. late 1930s.
Interesting design, all metal construction.
Richard Rennie- Original Mulgaphone box plus original
Mulgaphone faceplate c. 1927.
Steven Austen-Strohl violin c. 1910. Complete with case.
Has the largest diaphragm ever seen.

Everyone is reminded to wear their badges and be sure
Dennis Grimwood- Came across the book Radiowars;
to leave them behind at the end of the meeting. If anyone Truth, Propaganda and the battle for Radio Australia.
has an idea for a talk for future meetings then pass it on Has been donated to the club library.
to a member of the committee.
Tonight will be an auction of donated items. Remember
to register your bidder’s number if you wish to participate
and successful bidders are requested to keep track of
their purchases.

AGM
Rob Nunn wishes to thank the present committee and
office bearers for their work over the past 12 months. At
present all positions are open if anyone wishes to nominate from the floor. No nominations.

Secretary’s Report.
A copy of the model rules that have adopted as our new
constitution has been sent to all members. A copy is at
the desk tonight if anyone wishes to peruse.

Dennis Grimwood- In the absence of any nominations
from the floor a motion is moved that the existing committee and office bearers be re-elected for the coming year.
Seconded by Laurie Bujega. Carried unanimously.

New name badges have been printed and are out for
members to use.

The Committee stands as;
President ....................Rob Nunn.
Vice President ...........Reg Gauci.
Treasurer ...................Barry Kinsella.
Secretary.................... Andrew Wakeman.
Minutes Secretary...... Vince Taylor.
Librarian.....................Paul Hansen.
Auctioneers................Tony Barbatano and Sid Pateman.
Webmaster..................Reg Gauci.
Magazine Editor..........Rob Nunn.
Committee...................Tony Bayliss.

Seats have been spaced out tonight to follow Covid19
distancing guidelines. The room has a capacity of 87
people. Incoming correspondence- various correspondences regarding the rules for reopening under Covid19
restrictions. There has been no outgoing correspondence.
The secretary’s report was moved as correct by Tony
Barbatano and seconded by Mathew Cass. Passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. The document was
moved as correct by Richard Rennie and seconded by
James Wemm. Passed unanimously.

Meeting closed 8.40pm.
An auction of donated items held.

General Business.
Rodney House- Some items that were left over from Donnelly’s auction of the Keith Hutchins collection have been
donated to the club and will be in tonight’s auction. Rodney asks that the club send Donnelly’s a letter of thanks.
Tony Barbatano notes that Keith Hutchins passed away
last week.
Tony Barbatano- Would like to move a motion that all
auction bids start at $5. Seconded by Rob Nunn. Motion
carried unanimously.
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22 June 2020 meeting

Members listen to Norbert Torney do a Show-n-Tell

Stephen Austin does Show-n-Tell on a 1910 British
Strohl gramophone, made in the days of acoustic
recordings

Norbert Torney shows his Chinese brand
record and CD player with a horn.

Matthew Cass does a Show-n-Tell with his Canadian TRF radio, based on the RCA model 50.

7

A close-up of Mathew Cass’s Canadian Westinghouse 55 TRF radio (1925?) made in Hamilton,
Canada
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22 June 2020 meeting

From left : Kevin Chant and Stephen Austin examine the various items up for auction, while Stephen

Mulgaphone radio shown by Richard Rennie.
Mulgaphone wirelesses were introduced by
Westralian Farmers in 1924 so that farmers
could listen to the new 6WF radio broadcaster.

Members examine various equipment on display
prior to the Show-n-Tell’s and auction.
A Philips Model BIF-503A timber cabinet
radio up for auction. Circa 1950?. Ireland

,

(Above and below) -Members examine items
up for auction.

A Tela-Verta portable radio, circa 1947?, Australia, leather over plywood. in the auction.
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Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Club WA meeting held at clubrooms
Monday 27th July 2020.

Talk was given by Richard Rennie on Stuart Bertram
Booty- electrical, movie and audio technology genius and
entrepreneur. Booty produced the Vitavox gramophone
and the first records produced in Australia.

37 members present, 3 guests.
8.01pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. A special welcome to new member Colin Ripper and to Richard
Rennie’s guests; family members of Stewart Boothy.
Apologies received from Tony Barbitano. Auction master
duties will be performed tonight by Reg Gauci.
Last month’s meeting was a success and everyone is
asked to please sign the attendance book as we still
need to keep a record of attendees for contact tracing. A
reminder that social distancing is still in place and only 2
people ate to be allowed in the kitchen at any one time.
The website will be advertising further meetings. Tonight’s presentation will be by Richard Rennie and feature the work of Stuart Booty and his Vitavox Gramophones. Next month (August) Vince Taylor will present a
talk on Nicholson’s....The Music Warehouse.
Secretary’s Report.

Richard Rennie presented the story of Stuart Booty and his Vitavox gramophones.

Incoming correspondence; has been from Melville City
Council regarding Covid 19 restrictions. They have notified us that 87 people are allowed in the room.
The Melville City Council will also be putting on a display
in the Wireless Hill Museum from Aug 15th to Nov 29th
called Transmissions. It will be open Wed and Fri 10am2pm and Sun 12pm-4pm.
There will also be an event at Blue Gum Community Centre for Senior’s Week called Man cave (more info closer
to the event). The secretary’s report was moved as correct by Kevin Chant and seconded by Sid Pateman.
Passed unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document.
Moved as correct by Richard Rennie and seconded by
John Pascolich. Passed unanimously.
General Business.
Rodney House- enquired about the new club banner.
Andrew Wakeman replied that it is in hand and will be
ready for club exhibits later in the year.

(Above and below) Richard gave a
slide presentation on the main elements of Stuart Botty’s life.

Items of Interest.
Norbert Tourney- Items made from junk parts sourced
from VWGC club auctions.
1) TRF radio built with television parts. Wide band, high
quality TRF with an infinity detector. 550Hz – 1600KHz
even gain. Can get 5-6 w out of it. The circuit is available
if anyone wants a copy.
2) 25w per channel amp. Once again put together using
television tubes. The only thing new is the capacitors.
Meeting closed 8.25pm.
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27 July 2020 meeting

Some of the members present for the July meeting, with a few smiling faces!

(Above and below) Norbert showed his 25w per
channel amplifier put together using television
tubes. The only thing new is the capacitors.

Norbert Tourney- Items made from junk
parts sourced from VWGC club auctions.
The lower unit is a TRF radio built with television parts. Wide band, high quality TRF
with an infinity detector. 550Hz – 1600KHz
even gain. Can get 5-6 w out of it. The circuit is available if anyone wants a copy.

10
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27 July 2020 meeting

Home made, wood cabinet radio for auction.

Members examine various items up for auction

Display of gramophone-related material

A nice looking cream coloured bakelite
Kriesler Model 11-20, circa 1949-50 radio
at the auction

Early Radio and hobbies and Radio, Television
and Hobbies magazines are often available at our
auctions.

Akai Model 3000D reel to reel tape deck, circa
1966, solid state with stereo amplifier, can be
your for a few dollars at auction!

11

Restored console radio cabinet for auction.
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Minutes of Vintage W ireless and Gramophone Club WA meeting held at clubrooms
Monday 24th August 2020.
36 members present. 2 visitors.
8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. Apologies received from Tony Smith and Jeff Trimmer. The
July meeting was a success and all members are reminded that they must fill in the attendance book to allow for
Covid19 contact tracing.

c.1948. Small chassis with a fabric covered case and a
carrying handle.
2) Un-named home-made portable record player. Blue
rexine case, powered by both battery and mains.
3) Wood case mantle radio. Was missing guts so a new
chassis was built for it.
Richard Rennie- HMV portable gramophone with a Nicholson’s sales tag. 1 owner and currently for sale.
Meeting closed 8.25pm.
Talk was given by Vince Taylor on the history of Nicholson’s Music Warehouse in Western Australia.

We have a couple of visitors tonight; Shane -who’s interest is in radios and Ian Stimpson from Ampex who is an
ex Nicholson’s employee.
The next edition of the club magazine is in preparation
and members are asked to keep in touch of activities via
the club website.
We are looking for ideas for presentations for club meetings next year. Next month on the 28th of September will
be a 5 minute presentation show and tell. If any members
would like to participate please get in touch so we can
slot you in.
Tonight’s presentation will be given by Vince Taylor on
Nicholson’s....The Music Warehouse.

Vince Taylor presented his talk on Nicholson’s Music Warehouse in WA.

Secretary’s Report.
The club is still operating under Covid 19 restrictions. The
display ‘Transmissions; A History of Amateur Radio’at the
Wireless Hill Museum is running till Nov 29th. It will be
open Wed and Fri 10am-2pm and Sun 12pm-4pm.
The club will display at an event at Bluegum Community
Centre for Senior’s Week called Man cave on Nov 10th.
The club is also booked to exhibit at Have a Go Day at
Burswood on November 11th. There was no incoming or
outgoing correspondence.

Display of Nicholson’s memorabilia by Vince

The secretary’s report was moved as correct by Merv
Thompson and seconded by Tony Barbatano. Passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document.
Moved as correct by Richard Rennie and seconded by
Don Ripper. Passed unanimously.
General Business.
Mathew Cass- Has an audio technician friend with cancer
who is selling off excess pieces. He has 14 or more communications receivers ex HMAS Melbourne (very powerful and well tuned), 75kw Tubes from RAAF Pearce,
1920s transmission tubes in original box and sundry other items. A list and contact details are available.
Items of Interest.
Norbert Tourney- 1) Reconstructed home-made radio

12

Nicholson’s store at 342 George
St Sydney ca 1905
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24 August 2020 meeting

Left : HMV Model 97D portable gramophone (1941-55). One owner since she was
14yo. Nicholsons label.

Norbert showed a rebuilt home-made portable
radio with “Radioplayer” dial.

Norbert also showed a restored wood cabinet
mantle radio with reconstructed chassis and
new components

13

Astor cream-coloured valve mantle radio c.
1950’s

Norbert Tourney showed a reconstructed homemade radio c.1948. Small chassis with a fabric
covered case and a carrying handle.

Members examine some display items on the
Show n Tell table
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24 August 2020 meeting

Matthew Cass brought in some communications receivers ex HMAS Melbourne (very
powerful and well tuned), 75kw Tubes from
RAAF Pearce, 1920s transmission tubes in
original box and sundry other items.

Communications receiver ex HMAS Melbourne

Communications receiver brought
in by Matthew Cass.

75 KW tubes from RAAF Pearce
(Matthew Cass)

Members enjoying Vince Taylors audio-visual
presentation on Nicholsons WA

14
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Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Club WA meeting held at clubrooms
Monday 28th September 2020.

car radios and speakers.
Gail Cleland- RCA ribbon microphones.
Rod Edward- The evolution of the hand held 2 way radios from WW2 to Vietnam.

34 members present. 1visitor.
8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. All
members are reminded that they must fill in the attendance book to allow for Covid19 contact tracing.

Phil Oxwell- Breville Radios.

We have apologies tonight from Tony Barbitano, Reg
Gauci, Steven Austin, Tony Smith, David Littley and
Mike Street.

Richard Rennie-The conservation of rubber roller wheels
for record players and conservation of Edison Red Gem
horns.

Tonight we will be trying something new for the presentation; a 5-10 minute show and tell presentation by 9
club members of their chosen field of interest. If any club
members wish to participate in a future presentation of
this type get in touch and we will schedule a future date
for a repeat. There will be no auction tonight.

Mathew Cass- Unique TRF radio.

Norbert Torney- 1956 Radio and Hobbies, home-made 5
inch TV.

Tony Bayliss- STC and Philco radios
Merv Thompson- 1920s Radio Speakers.

Secretary’s Report.
The display ‘Transmissions; A History of Amateur Radio’
is still on at the Wireless Hill Museum. Man cave on Nov
10th at the Blue Gum Community Centre and Have a Go
Day at Burswood on November 11th. There was no incoming or outgoing correspondence. The Secretary’s
report was moved as correct by Tony Bayliss and seconded by Laurie Bugeja. Passed unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. Moved as correct by
Richard Rennie and seconded by Mathew Cass. Passed
unanimously.
General Business.
Daryl Binning – a visitor from the Motion Picture and
Television Museum is looking for an audio tape recorder
to transcribe tapes with.
Paul Hansen-12 books are missing from the club library
and there is no record of them being booked out. This is
very disappointing. A list will be given to the secretary to
email to all members. If anyone has one of these books
it is asked that they be returned.

Russell Nash does Show n Tell on his radio reminiscences in telecommunications and GPO.

Rodney House- Had recently had contact with a member
of the Vintage Tool Preservation Club. If anyone is clearing out the shed and wants a home for old tools get in
touch for contact details.
Items of Interest.
There were no Items of Interest.
Meeting closed 8.15pm.
President Rob Nunn thanked the following for their contributions to tonight’s show and tell;
Russell Nash-Radio reminiscences/Telecommunications
and Post Office. Recruitment record.
Laurie Bugeja-Calendar; Radios around Australia and
the 6 year mission to get an example of every one pictured.
Kevin Chant- Car Radio; his restoration work on vintage

15

Lawrie Bugeja gave a short talk on his experiences with radios around Australia and his
radio collection
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28 September 2020 Meeting

Kevin Chant gave a short talk on his
interest in restoration of vintage car
radios and speakers.

Gail Cleland gave a short talk on her
interest in RCA ribbon microphones

Rod Edwards presented the story of the evolution of hand-held transceivers from the conflicts
of WW2 to Vietnam.

Phil Oxwell gave a short talk on his interest
and experiences with Breville radios.
(Right) Richard
Rennie gave
some tips on
his experiences with conserving rubber
roller wheels in
record players
and the conservation of
Edison Red
Gem horns

(Above) Norbert Torney gave a short talk on his construction project of a 5 inch television set featured in the 1956
edition of Radio and Hobbies magazine

16
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28 September 2020 Meeting

A selection of various colours of Breville radios restored by Phil Oxwell

Matthew Cass does a short talk on his
unique TRF radio.

Merv Thompson shows his 1920’s radio speakers and an English Hacker
Herald MW/LW receiver.

17

Tony Bayliss presented a short talk on
his STC and Philco radios

Norbert Torney gave a short talk on his construction project of a 5 inch television set featured in
the 1956 edition of Radio and Hobbies magazine
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Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Club WA meeting held at clubrooms
Monday 25th October 2020.

Mathew Cass- Front end of a TV set made in Australia in
1941 with a motor controlled remote changer. It is missing the screen and is a long term project for restoration.

43 members present.

Rod Edwards- Valve radio the size of a transistor pocket
radio. Was the smallest valve radio made using pencil
tubes, c.1955 TECLA Radio Industries, Holland.

8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. All
members are reminded that they must fill in the attendance book to allow for Covid19 contact tracing.

Tony Bayliss- Bakelite Radio. 1928 Phillips still with original cord.
Name unknown- Electric shaver sold by Rumble’s Wholesale Chemists in the late 1950s.

We have apologies tonight from Richard Jefferies and
Gary Cowans. Last month’s Show and Tell session was a Meeting closed 8.45pm.
great success and we hope to do another next year.
Tonight’s talk by Norbert Tourney on video recorders
1975-2010.
Club Magazine #136 is in preparation and members are
asked to keep in touch with upcoming events via the
website.
Next month will be our end of year wind up. It will be a
catered roast dinner at a cost of $10 per head. All who
can pay tonight please do so as the numbers need to be
finalised and payment made by the 30th.
Tonight after supper will be an auction of donated items.
Be generous with your bidding as this is money for the
club. Tonight’s presentation will be by Norbert Tourney
on Video recorders from 1975 to 2010.
Secretary’s Report.
Man cave is on Nov 10th at the Bluegum Community Centre and Have a Go Day at Burswood on November 11th.
Books are still missing from the library...None have come
back. Please look and return if you have any. There was
no incoming or outgoing correspondence.
The secretary’s report was moved as correct by Tony
Bayliss and seconded by Paul Hansen. Passed unanimously.

Norbert Torney gave an interesting presentation
and display of video recorders from 1975—2010

Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. Moved as correct by
Rodney House and seconded by Richard Rennie.
Passed unanimously.
General Business.
Rodney House- Some of our bidding numbers are missing. Please return if you have them.
Dennis Grimwood- noted that there was no parking left in
the car park at the front of the building. Members were
reminded that there is an empty car park at the rear of
the Blue gum Community Centre.
Andrew Wakeman- Has printed new flyers for Have a Go
Day and has some here if people want to take some
home. Also has the new banner for the club to use at future exhibition events.
John Pascolich- There is a Vintage fair scheduled for the
1st November at Maida Vale that could be a good opportunity for the club to display. He will email details to the
secretary.

Tony Bayliss shows his 1928 bakelite Philips radio, still with the original power cord.

Items of Interest.
Paul Hansen-1) Microphones and leads from the Perth
Entertainment Centre. 2) Record Album, first Australian
digital album recorded first to computer and then to disc.
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26 October 2020 Meeting—Video Recorders 1975-2010—Norbert Torney

19
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26 October 2020 Meeting.

Rod Edward shows his TECLA Radio Industries miniature valve radio the size of a transistor pocket radio.
Was the smallest valve radio made using pencil tubes, c.1955 TECLA Radio Industries, Holland.

Inside the TECLA pencil tube radio c 1955

Exterior of TECLA pencil tube radio c 1955

Left : First Sharpe
front—loader VHS
VCR.
Right : Early National VHS video
cameras needed a
sturdy shoulder
support! c.1970’s

Sony Betamax VCR SL-HF100AS, c1970’s—
relatively rare video recorder up for auction

20

A Technics Stereo Cassette Deck 630T in auction
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26 October 2020 Meeting.

Close-up of the Stromberg Carlson receiver

Matthew Cass shows a Stromberg Carlson
Receiver Type SN2, c.

“Little Jim” 1955 2-valve portable (headphones)
made by 15 yo from Radio and Hobbies magazine

Bush wood cabinet SW receiver, c 1970’s

Rodney House sets up the laptop computer for the auction

“Sky Casket” 4-valve radio. Made in England
Star SA-30 valve amplifier c. 1960’s, in auction

21
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Melville City “Man Cave” Event 10 November 2020

Andrew Wakeman and Tony Bayliss st out club
display table—Blue Gum CC, Gym room

Vintage telephones display table adjacent to
our display—John Paskulich 2nd from left.

More of the Tin and Collectables display table.

VWGC member, Gail Cleland, representing the
Tin and Collectables Club with an early mechanical London bobby display.

Denis Brown and other members of the West
Australian VHF Group had a display table.

Above—Close-up of a number of items on our
display table.
Right— Close-up of our display of restored
AWA Little Nipper valve mantle radio c. 1950’s

22
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SRCWA “Have a Go Day” 11 November 2020

Our club has our usual display stand at Have a Go Day at Burswood Park on 11/11/20
From left : Tony Bayliss, Reg Gauci, Rodney House and Barry Kinsella. Thank you to Andrew Wakeman for handling the booking and to those members who devoted their time to
making an excellent display stand for the public.

Mainly gramophones on our club display table

Valve and transistor radios on our club display table
Left (both) : An excellent display of
antiques from adjoining table of Tin
and Collectables
Club.
Right : Donated
HMV gramophone
cabinet
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End of Year Christmas dinner 23 November 2020

Our annual November dinner was wellattended despite a new small contribution
requirement of $10/person from attendees.

Temptations Catering put on a fine buffet dinner
with their Temptations Favourite menu.

The November dinner proved a good opportunity to socialise with members and enjoy an
excellent buffet dinner with all the trimmings!

Temptations Catering put on a fine buffet dinner
with their Temptations Favourite menu.
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tor replacements, including removing the wiring to the
large electrolytics, seen in the photos.

STROMBERG CARLSON
1937
AC/DC
When Big Was Beautiful !

Tony Smith

There is always a first in
anything, and this was the
first AC/DC set to come
onto the bench, designed
to operate both on 250v
AC and 220v DC.
The best information
gleaned from the owner
was that the set's career
started in Kalgoorlie, and
eventually settled in Bunbury. Perhaps Kal. may
have been on 220 volts
DC in the early days.

Front view chassis showing big electrolytics

Front view Stromberg Carlson console radio. 1937

Being unfamiliar with this type of set, and knowing that these sets have a "Live" chassis, the
first concern was how to make the set safe.
The interesting line-up of European valves were

For interest, a separate photo was taken to compare
the size of a 1937 8mfd cap. to a 2017 8mfd cap!
Also in the photos one can see the original, and now replaced, paper bypass capacitors in the form of green
cylinders, each attached to the chassis.

CF2 — RF stage
13volt heater
CK1 — Converter stage 13 volt heater
CF2 - IF stage
13 volt heater
CBC 1 — Audio stage
13 volt heater
CL2 — Output stage 24 volt heater
CY2 — Rectifier
30 volt heater
Each Point 2 of an Amp heater current
Looking back at the photo of the chassis showing
these large electrolytic capacitors, one can see how
the set's design was such that the shafts of the controls were insulated from the chassis so as to make
sure, even if a knob came off the front, the metal
shafts would not be dangerous.

These valves were handled very carefully, as it
could be very difficult to
find any replacements for
these uncommon valves
(all with P bases!),
should they be needed.
In its original condition
the set would have had
a back fitted to the cabinet to prevent accidental
touching the chassis, but
Rear view Stromberg Carlthis had been removed
son console radio. 1937
by a previous technician
leaving the unit as a possible hazard. However on the
plus side fortunately this tech. had done some capaci-
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What to do first?
Discussions lead to the conclusion that the set could
operate through a transformer, based on the fact that
there was no need now to have the set work on DC
current. Looking at the valve line-up, it was clear that
the series-wired heaters of the valves required 106
volts. This heater voltage, lower than the original designed input voltages, was achieved by the barretta
tube controlling the current through the heater circuit to
point 2 of an amp.
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A 110 volt transformer was the answer to supply firstly
the heaters, but would mean the resultant HT being
considerably less than original. As the heater line-up
required only 106 volts, a 50 ohm resistor was wired in
to replace the barretta, this resistor dropping the heater
voltage now to a safe level.

Front view chassis showing big electrolytics and controls

Time to try the set!
It was surprising how well the set now performed
with the lower HT voltage and the fact that the former tech had done some replacement work.

Wiring under chassis

Next, before anything was done the original 12" electromagnetic loud speaker was checked, and as per normal
the field coil was open circuit. A replacement permanent
magnet speaker was on hand but now it was necessary
to make something to replicate the original speaker.

The IF transformers were then tweaked up and
whilst the alignment may not have been 100% the
performance was certainly adequate for today.
…………….Tony Smith

A little mini-chassis was made up, to include an HT
smoothing choke instead of the field winding, and an
appropriate output audio transformer using the original
speaker plug and wiring. (once the set was going the
original output transformer from the old speaker was
fitted to the mini chassis).
Next was to remove the old electrolytics, thus making a
suitable space for mounting the 110 volt transformer.
The attached wiring diagrams show the wiring of the
new transformer and the replacement resistor.

26
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The Telefunken
Deutschland 656 WLK,
was introduced to the general public at
the Berlin Funkaustellung in August
1934 (radio & phono exhibition).

Norbert Torney

This model was the largest and most sophisticated
radio for its time. The Funkschau magazine called it
the "King of radios". Mine was made in October
1934 - actually a fairly early one.

Rear view the Telefunken Deutschland 656 WLK

price was 395 Mark almost double of its smaller brother.
I bought mine from Tony Bayliss about two years ago.
The set was a messy wreck needing extensive wood
restoration work and extensive rebuilding. Knobs and
speaker were missing and one of the RENS1234 tubes
had been replaced with an AF3 tube in a very unprofessional manner. Research was necessary before comThe Telefunken Deutschland 656 WLK—1934

Following features were built into the set. - RF preamp, auto gain control, additionally manual gain control, high power audio amp (RENS 964), electronic
noise blanking, long, medium and shortwave bands,
diode detector, phono input with an impedance
matching transformer and a hexode mixer, As well as
a sophisticated tuning indicator (an electromagnetic
magic eye), superb selectivity and a mains antenna.
One of the claimed features was every available station would come in with a 3' wire antenna.
6 tubes, extra large rectifier (RGN2004), the first European hexode tubes (RENS1224/34), the first diode triode
combination tube and to top it all up an extra sophisticated circuit. Variable mu hexodes were used for the gain
controlled RF and IF amp a straight hexode for mixer
and oscillator. A radio of that class wasn't cheap the list
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mencing any work. Luck was with me and I found a complete original service manual with quality photos and a
detailed description of the set.
As parts arrived I began a bit by bit restoration job. After some weeks I managed to return the set to close to
original condition. This set might have been in Australia
since new; by all probability an export model. Unlike
the European version which has got a standard dial
with station names the set's dial is calibrated in frequency and meters. Many of the original caps had
been replaced with the common Ducon wax condensers that stick on your fingers. As usual with preelectrolytic condenser sets the so called block condensers were faulty, this meant a time consuming refill of
condenser blocks was necessary. There were also
some modifications that didn't make sense, these were
consequently removed.
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Circuit diagram Telefunken Deutschland 656 WLK, 1934

Next was substituting the missing speaker; a new baffle
board was manufactured and a quality speaker fitted,
because this set uses a fairly high power audio output
stage I needed to find a large output transformer.
All that done I ended up with a top quality AM radio that
can rival and outperform a modern competitor. I was
able to get the case restoration close to the original
photo. Since then the set has joined its smaller brother
the Telefunken 330WL Nauen.

Front view the Telefunken Deutschland 656 WLK
- restored

Rear view of my Telefunken Deutschland 656 WLK
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Phil the Radio Dog
Phil the radio dog was known the world
over in the late 1920’s and was a feature at Philips Radio stands at exhibitions around the globe. As to which
Gary Cowans
Philips factory made him is not known
at present.
According to Reuben Hoggett’s robot website
cyberneticzoo.com he was evolved over four version from 1928 to 1933.
1st was not mobile,
2nd was mobile and batteries,
3rd was mains powered,
4th mod included touch sensitive whiskers.

containing two electrodes. One electrode consists of a
metallic mirror deposited on the inner side of the bulb,
while the other electrode is a spiralled filament. The metallic mirror will emit electrons when light falls upon it, just
as in the case of the filament of a radio-valve. If the metallic mirror is connected to the negative pole, and the
spiralised filament to the positive pole of a source of voltage, these electrons will be attracted by the anode so
that by exposing the photo-cell a current is generated.
If a resistance is placed in the circuit, there will be a drop
in potential dependent on the strength of the photoelectric current passing through it.
As the resistance is also included in the grid circuit of the
amplifying valve, this drop in potential at the same time
controls the amplifying valve, so that the anode current of

The information below is on the second version from the
Wireless Weekly March 28, 1930, page 8.
The Anatomy of PHIL the Radio Dog
An ingenious device has been produced by Philips Radio
for demonstrating the working of their new photo-electric
cells. This is “Phil” the “Radio Dog.”
Wherever he has been exhibited, his ability to bark and to
move forward or in circles at the command of his owner,
has caused much speculation. Below we unveil the mystery of his anatomy.
Fig. 1 shows the radio dog deprived of his external covering. The “eyes.” formed by two photo-electric cells,
stand out clearly. Furthermore, there are the amplifying
valves and several relays, an accumulator, batteries, and
several other electrical accessories, the operation of
which will be
explained in the continuation of this article.

Figure 2 The Radio Dog.

the valve is altered in the same ratio as the current passing through the photo-cell.
Fig. 2 shows the next stage. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume that relay 1 is in direct connection with the
positive pole of the anode tension supply. A relay is an
apparatus which makes it possible to close with low power a second circuit for higher power. It consists of an
electro-magnet and a movable armature which, being
attracted, makes and breaks contact when the magnet is
excited by an electric current.
With the Radio-Dog, when the photocell is exposed to
light, the anode current of the amplifying valve passes
through Relay 1 (Fig. 2), so that the armature is attracted
and closes contact C. This excites Relay VII, the result
being that armature AIV is changed over and motor Ml
switched on via contact D.
As the other “eye” can start the second motor in an entirely similar manner, both motors will turn when both
“eyes” are exposed, thus causing the dog to move forward. The two motors are entirely independent of each
other, so that by exposing only one of the photocells, one
of the motors is made to turn, thus causing the RadioDog to revolve on its axis.

Figure 1. The Radio Dog.

A photocell consists of an exhausted glass bulb,
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“Phil” can also bark like a real dog. Fig.3 shows the circuit by which this effect was obtained. The anode current
of both amplifying valves passes through relay III, which
is connected in series with the anode supply of both amplifying valves.

The era of vacuum tube
thermionic valves
The earliest vacuum tubes evolved from
incandescent light bulbs, containing a
filament sealed in an evacuated glass
envelope.
Richard Rennie
Signal amplification by means of a vacuum tube became
practical with Lee De Forest's 1907 invention of the three
-terminal tube, which evolved into what become known
as the triode.
The triode contained a cathode, an anode and a
grid. Owing to deficiencies in these devices, further grids
were introduced to minimise various issues. These tubes
had a finite life as the filament heating the cathode may
burn out, or other internal issues could develop, requiring
the tubes replacement.
This was a major reason for early TV sets to fail, where
repairmen, known as valve jockeys, would quickly fix

Figure 3 The Radio Dog circuit to show “bark”

The adjustable resistance R4, is shunted on its winding to
regulate sensitivity. This resistance has been adjusted in
such a manner that relay 111 does not operate until the
two valves supply their saturation current. This is the
case when the photocell is strongly illuminated. Then armature AIII is attracted, thus exciting relay VI.

most problems by exchanging valves, until the set sprang
back into life.
More refined fault finding was employed by the TV stations, where preventative maintenance was the practice.
Valve testers were employed to identify valves showing
signs of deterioration, so that the likelihood of a fault developing on-air was minimised.

Figure 4 The Radio Dog complete circuit diagram

In the 1940s the invention of semiconductor devices
made it possible to produce solid-state devices, which
are smaller, more efficient, reliable and durable, and
cheaper than thermionic tubes. From the mid-1960s,
thermionic tubes were then being replaced with the transistor.

As armature AVI. is changed over, the supply of the two
motors via contact F is interrupted, so that the dog stops,
and as armature AVI. touches contact G, the horn is operated. Moreover, an interrupter is incorporated in the
horn circuit, so that the dog does not keep on howling,
but barks only at intervals.
If the above description is read attentively, it will be easy
to follow the complete circuit diagram of the Philips Radio
-Dog, as shown in Fig. 4.

In this video, John Quicke, the former Chief Engineer of
TVW Channel 7 in Perth, Western Australia, introduces
us to one such valve tester that was employed by a
prominent TV and Radio repair company.

Information and images sourced from Trove – National
Library of Australia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89tJMQIbhH8
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This instrument was donated by Hills Telefix to the
“Pictures in Motion” Museum of Film and Television, located at the Sunset Heritage Precinct in Dalkeith, Western Australia.
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“Razor and blades”
marketing of Gramophones
in the USA

All mechanical parts are regular Columbia components
and apparently the records were also sourced from Columbia so Standard was primarily a marketing business,
not a manufacturer. Below left “Standard” record centre
hole, right “normal” record.

J. Paskulich 2020

The Standard Talking Machine Company appeared in
Chicago, Illinois, USA in around 1905 and distributed
inexpensive machines and records through department
store promotions and other sales gimmicks. It was obviously an effective marketing model as the company continued in various guises until the early 1930s.

st

On the 1 March 2020, I purchased
John Paskulich
a circa 1910 American “outside
horn” gramophone at auction here in WA. The machine
is a “Standard ‘A’ Talking Machine” introduced around

One author suggests that the scheme’s success is
shown by the Standard A being one of the most common, outside horn, disc record phonographs still surviving in the USA. Various US competitors popped up in
this era using different sized spindles to ensure the exclusivity of their records.
1909.
It is a simple, unremarkable
machine but, intriguingly,
with an oversized turntable
spindle, which meant it
could not play the commonly
available ¼” centre-hole, 78
RPM, records of the time. This prompted some research
and hence this article.
There is a marketing ploy where an item is sold at a low
price or even given away free, in order to increase sales
of its associated consumables. Nicknamed the “razor
and blades” business model after some retailers who
gave away free razors that only fitted their blades, it
dates back to 19th century USA. For the business model
to be effective, the consumables must be exclusive.

One company, “Busy Bee” even employed a common
¼”spindle but had an extra lug on the turntable. This
meant the user was obliged to use their records but the
standard centre hole
meant these records
would also work on
“normal” machines, thus
increasing sales opportunities.
Australia
There is no real evidence that this marketing ploy took off in Australia with gramophones.
In fact, in contrast to the
free - wheeling US economy, in early Federation
Australia, it seems the
establishment robustly
opposed any competitive
marketing schemes.

A modern example is the home computer printer. These
printers are surprisingly cheap but a set of replacement
ink cartridges could easily cost two or three times the
purchase price of the original machine and many manufacturers go to great lengths to ensure that “after market” Although a few tantalising advertisements popped up in
1912-13 in rural NSW, Victoria and South Australia for
the “Melbaphone” (also advertised as Melba Phone),
Melbaphone had some hallmarks of the “Standard”
scheme including a similar looking gramophone and the
gist of the advertisements (below) outlined the obligation
to buy the company’s records, although there is no evidence of oversized spindles or other ploys.
I cannot find much evidence of the Melbaphone Company after 1915 so it presumably faded away during WW1.
The following 1914 advertisement for a door-to-door
salesman using the term “hustler” is probably a good
cartridges are incompatible, thus securing their market.
My gramophone used exactly the same philosophy. The
oversized 9/16” spindle ensured that it could only play
(disc) records with matching centre holes. Of course,
owners could drill out existing records to make them fit
but most 1910 households in the USA probably lacked
the equipment or the desire to do this and bought the
compatible records from the supplier.
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marker to its demise.
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It is interesting to note that, in around 1904, the British
HMV/Gramophone and Typewriter Co. marketed a top-of
- the-line gramophone, “The Melba” named in honour of
their best selling artist, Australia’s Dame Nellie Melba.

Hyden—Wave Rock Museum, WA

I cannot find any evidence that the Melbaphone was associated with this product other than a vague exploitation
of the name but any information to the contrary is welcome.
Despite its Australian connotations the name Melbaphone also appeared in Canada around WW1. Research by a Canadian contact (Mike Bryan) suggests
that this was probably coincidental and, most likely,
simply exploiting Melba’s name as outlined above.
This writer acknowledges and thanks the following information sources:
Mike Bryan: Canadian Antique Phonograph Society
(CAPS)
Mario Frazzetto: http://
www.phonographsandgramophones.com/discgramophones.html
Intertique: https://www.intertique.com/
StandardAIDDemo.html
Investopedia: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/
razor-razorblademodel.asp
R. House: Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Club WA
T. C. Fabrizio: http://www.arsc-audio.org/journals/v12/
v12n1-2p18-32.pdf
Trove National Library of Australia: https://
trove.nla.gov.au/

Gramophones on display, including Sonora

Hyden—Wave Rock
Museum, WA
A recent visit to Hyden, WA to see
Wave Rock led to a small museum with
some interesting items, including vintage radios and gramophones, a huge
toy soldier exhibition and a lace exhibition with a lovely old 1924 Dodge auto.

Edison Home Phonograph c. 1914

Rob Nunn

Right :
“Mr Christmas”
Holiday Music
Box.

The Wave Rock caravan park also has a collection of
historical artifacts well worth a visit.
Below :
Restored 1924
Dodge in the lace
exhibition.

Impressive collections of toy soldiers arranged
in various WW battle scenes, with reproduced
copies of newspapers of the period.
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is claimed that the product is entirely Australian, for
“After the Dawn" has been composed, per-

Columbia Gramophone/

formed, recorded and pressed by Australians.

EMI Records Homebush.

This waltz with a captivating swing, which explains its increasing popularity, has been quite
satisfactorily recorded, its only weak spot being

The former EMI record factory and

Rodney House

the nasal quality of the 'singer's voice, who sings

recording studio

the vocal refrain. However as long as the record

was first estab-

serves its principal purpose, dancing, mediocre

lished in 1926 as

vocal quality matters but little'.

the Columbia
Graphophone an

The recording studio operated at Homebush until 1954

Australian venture

when it was transferred to EMI's studios in Castlereagh

of this British based

Street Sydney. Many famous recordings were made at

record company.

the Homebush studio including 'Our Don Bradman' in
1930 and Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith's recollections of
the first direct flight to Australia in 1928.

The building, which
still stands on the

Kingsford-Smith's recordings at the Homebush studio

corner of Parramatta
Rd and Columbia Lane, was originally built in 1921 by Gold's

were reported by The Land Newspaper in June 1928:

Hosiery Mills Ltd. In 1922, a private lane was built adjacent to
the factory called Golds Lane. This was later transferred into

Columbia Record by the Pacific Flyers.

public ownership and renamed Columbia Lane in 1926.

A living photograph of Squadron-Commander
Kingsford-Smith's and Flight-Lieutenant Ulm's

In 1924, Gold's Hosiery went into bankruptcy. The
site was purchased by Columbia Graphophone
for a record pressing plant and recording studio in
1925/26. Columbia Graphophone was the Australian subsidiary of the British owned company.
The recording studio and record pressing plant
was opened in 1926. The official opening took
place on 14 October 1926 by the Governor of

voices-their inspiring messages to their fellow
Aus tralians is now available in every home
throughout the Commonwealth.
These two interpid aviators, by means of an electrical
recording apparatus the only one of its type in Australia
have had the pleasure of making the following record:
"The Trans-Pacific Plight of the Southern Cross, Part 1,
Kingsford Smith's story and Part 2, CT. P. Ulm's story."
The Columbia Graphophone Company of Homebush,

NSW Sir Dudley de Chair.

Sydney, had the honour of recording these two wonderful, realistic stories of an epoch making flight.

As reported in the Daily Telegraph on 23 October 1926:

Here is an opportunity to secure a souvenir of their own
voices. Each speech is a spontaneous expression of their

The Columbia Company has just released the first

experiences on the Trans-Pacific flight.

record not only pressed, but actually recorded at
the Homebush factory near Sydney, and consisting
of two items played by Sydney Simpson and his

In 1929 during the Federal Election campaign, politi-

Wentworth Cafe Orchestra: the popular, after the

cal leaders such as Prime Minister Stanley Bruce

Dawn' waltz by Jack F. O'Hagan, and a fox-trot

and Billy Hughes recorded their election speeches

"Freshie",' both with a vocal chorus (Col. 0514) . It

at Homebush. Photographs of this event are held at
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pact disc format [CD].
The State Library of NSW. The Homebush studio record- A development has been approved on part of this site.
As at January 2016, the original building which housed
ed many thousands of Australian performers including
Slim Dusty and Gladys Moncrieff. The Homebush plant

the Columbia and later EMI record plant and recording

was the local manufacturer of many overseas recordings

studios is still standing.

including soundtracks for musicals from film studios such
The famous EMI logo of the fox terrier dog 'Nipper' listening to the Gramophone is clearly visible in the large sign
above the EMI Homebush factory in the picture taken in
1962.

as MGM and Paramount. 'Columbia Lane' was the title of
Slim Dusty's fmal record in 2003, a reference to the address of the former EMI recording studio at Homebush,
where he made his first record in 1946.
During the Great Depression most record companies
either merged or folded as economic conditions dramatically deteriorated. In 1931, the British Colurnbia Gramophone
Company came under the ownership of EMI [Electrical &
Musical Instruments] together with the labels: Gramophone Company, HMV and Parlophone. A low budget

The 'Nipper' logo was recently voted one of the most
famous symbols of the zoth century and can still be
seen in the logo for the HMV music shops (which no
longer operate in Australia but are still operating in the
UK).

label, Regal Zonophone was established. Through
owned by EMI, the Australian business continued to be

References

known as Columbia Gramophone. During the 1930's
Depression, the EMI was one of the only record produc-

'Columbia Records', retrieved December 2015 from

ers that survived the Depression and for many decades

http://www.milesago.com/industry/columbia .htm

was virtually the only record producer in Australia.
In 1935, Homebush Council approved a second storey
addition to the factory and in 1936/37, electric signs were

COLUMBIA RECORDS IN SYDNEY. (1926, October 23). Daily
Telegraph (Launceston, Tas. : 1883 — 1928), p. 11. Retrieved January 6, 2016, from http://nla.news-article153741099

erected on Parramatta Road and cottages built in the

Columbia Record by the Pacific Flyers. (1928, June 29).

grounds behind the factory.

The Land (Sydney, NSW :1911 — 1954), p. 22.
Retrieved January 6, 2016, from http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-

In 1958, the Homebush factory was renamed EMI

article111647858

Records. The name Columbia continued as a record
label.

We acknowledge Strathfield Heritage as the originator of this
online article and thank them.

In 1992, the factory closed with the cessation of production of vinyl records, which were replaced by the com-
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(20Uf @ 400v) and
the primary winding
WESTINGHOUSE POWER
of transformer two.
SUPPLY
The 20uF 400volt
WESTAT CONSTANT
capacitor will cause
POTENTIAL RECTIFIER TYPE
the current to lead
the voltage to the
WN 12/27 (Circa 1950’s)
second transformer’s primary winding
Fred Franklin
and its secondary
I acquired this unit back in the early
1990s. It is powered by a 240volt supply and its output is winding will give a “third”
Transformers
phase output rectified by its
12 volts and 27 amps. I have been unable to find anydiode.
thing about it. I have seen a few of these around the
place in various locations, but not in use.
This boils down to a three phase AC output by the transformers and rectified to an almost ripple free output of
DC voltage of 12 volts. This DC current is passed
through a choke for further smoothing and a 4,000uF
electrolytic capacitor.

Circuit diagram of the power supply. C 1950’s
Additional information on the name plate indicates that it
was built by Mc. Kenzie & Holland Australia PTY. Ltd.
Melbourne and Sydney. Research shows that Mc. Kenzie and Holland were railway signal engineers founded
in Worcester in England.
So, let me consider that
the power supply was
used in the North Australia Railways. (They
closed after Cyclone
Tracey blew the infrastructure away).
The signalling company
was confirmed by a senior railway driver whom I
spoke to at the modern
Darwin railway station.
This unit used in the signal cabin as a power
supply for the signals
and their lights and as a
Rectifier Unit
charger for a bank of large
12volt lead acid deep cycle batteries?
Let us look at the circuit as traced by untying the wires
and seeing where they go. Transformer 0ne has a conventional two-phase secondary winding and the diodes
give a full wave DC output. The primary winding of
transformer one is connected in series with a capacitor
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The output should now be a pure DC current. There is a
13 Ohm, tapped at 10 ohms bleeder resistor connected
across the terminals of the 4,000uF capacitor to slowly
discharge it in the
event of not having
a load and possibly finding itself a
dangerous short
circuit situation by
accident.
The resistor is not
a shunt for the
amp meter as the
meter already has
a resistance of 0
ohms.
Diodes
The A.C and D.C.
side of the power supply are protected by fuses.
A current meter and voltage meter enable an operator to
monitor the output.
Incidentally, having two windings of an electric motor
connected in parallel, at the mains neutral connection of
each winding, and the two active connections being connected together by a capacitor and then the active wire
of the mains is how a
“split phase” or
“permanently connected start winding”
electric motor works.
Again, using the capacitor, the current
leads the voltage to
give a “second
phase”. These motors are found in
many washing machines and fans.
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Diagnosing the Power Supply showed that the 4,000uF
electrolytic capacitor had failed and gone into a short
circuit condition. This over loaded the primary winding of
transformer one and it went open circuit. A 6amp mains
fuse blew, but not before the damage was done.
These repairs are
too expensive for
me to donate to the
railway museum
and also for them to
afford. As they also
do not have a working rail way track or
signals, I will clean
the machine up and
donate it to them as
a static display with
the 240Volt mains
cable removed for safety.

This receiver is the receiver
section from a military television set up, I can’t find any in-

Matthew Cass
formation about it except that it
has an IF strip, a tuner using acorn tubes and 2 detectors,

Capacitors

There was no 12volt cable. The cabinet is steel and
measures; height 0.66m, width 0.41m, depth 0.36m,
weighs about 50 Kg.and is finished with gold hammer
tone paint.
A modern equivalent would be a portable 12/24volt,
25amp battery charger available from most automotive
parts shops.
The one I saw
at Repco was
much smaller
and much lighter. Indeed, it
fitted in my
hand and
weighed next
to nothing.
Both transformers have many taps on both the primary
and secondary sides. Most of them are not used. Helpfully, all the taps are given a terminal number.
The diodes survived the temporary over current situation
and tested well.
PARTS LIST
TRANSFORMER 1
Custom made
TRANSFORMER 2
Custom made
CHOKE
Custom made
DIODES
S2AN20
200volts 20amps Cricklewood Electronics
stud is cathode
CAPACITOR
20uf
400 volts Most electrical
wholesalers
motor “run” type
CAPACITOR
4,000uf
75volts
Cricklewood
electronics
high current type
RESISTOR 13 Ohms
20 Watts
Jaycar
RR0532 x2
tapped at 10 Ohms
FUSE (High rupture Capacity)
30Amps Most electrical wholesalers
blade tag type
FUSE (High rupture Capacity
2 Amps
Most electrical wholesalers
blade tag type
I am indebted to Mark Glover of the Polunnio Company
in the united kingdom for information on this rectifier.
Happy collecting and restoring ……..Fred Franklin
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More information on receiver
showed by Matthew Cass at
our 25 October 2020 Meeting—

Stromberg Carlson Receiver Type SN2
one for the video another for the audio with an output section that uses a 6L6.
It does not have an onboard power supply and also does
not have the CRT section. This is a very basic example of
an early version of television. The frequency range is 50350 Megahertz and it uses a knob to tune it as if it is a
variable condenser, which I think it is as I can recall a
plunger type.
The valves are mainly English EF50s but there are some
others used in early American FM receivers. Anyway I
also have a RCA version that came from the same seller
at a local Auction house in the 1980s. I don’t know how
much time it will take to set the Stromberg Carlson up as I
see it this may be a few years away.
I want to sell or swap the RCA one, which has a magic
eye and the labels have been ripped off the design of the
front is similar to the RCA AR88 receiver in a few ways.
Because of the nature of the commonwealth system it is
possible that tv was kept secret until later on.
I looked in a collection of 1930s television books and there
may be similar examples to the RCA in there but Norbert
wants me to send him pictures. I just want to move the
RCA on to any offers open.
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ly before investigations could he made.

POLICE WIRELESS PATROL

However, tracks were soon found which led towards a
swamp nearby, and these were followed until they stopped
at the edge of the swamp. Standing on the edge the constables carefully raked, its surface' with their powerful
torches and before long a man was seen standing in the
water and endeavoring to hide in some thick rushes which
are growing there.

A Great Service to the Community
EXCITING CHASE ENDS IN
ARREST OF SUSPECT

Gary Cowan
An article published on 16 December
1932 in the West Australian Wireless News and Musical
World.
JUST another instance of the fine service the local wireless patrol is rendering to the community was given in the
early morning of the 7th of this month when, I after
an exciting chase at speeds of over 80 miles an hour a
motor truck thief was arrested and taken to the Central
lock-up.
The chase involved the following of motor re tracks, the
tracing of foot-prints, and wading into a swamp to carry
out the arrest of the suspect.
On December 6th the police patrol car left head-quarters
as usual at 9 p.m. with a crew consisting of detectiveSergeant Findlay who was in charge, Constable Watson
(wireless operator), Constable. Turner (driver) and Constable Secourable.
The night passed uneventfully until the patrol car was cruising along Forrest Street, in Cottesloe, and then, at 3.20
a.m., a wireless message from the central police station
was received stating that a man had been seen packing
goods into a motor truck outside a grocers shop in Mt.
Lawley.
The car was instantly turned and, with engine roaring and
siren waking sleepers all along the route, it speeded
through the silent streets towards Eighth Avenue.

Constable Turner immediately waded in towards the man
and when waist deep in the swamp came up to him: He
then compelled him to return to where the other members
of the' patrol were waiting in shallower water, and after being questioned the suspect was it under arrest.
In the Perth Police Court the same morning Goolab Mudgebeen, a labourer—the man who had been arrested in the
swamp was sentenced to nine months' imprisonment on a
charge of having unlawfully Assumed control of a motor
truck. He was remanded for eight days on a charge of having stolen cases of meat, milk pastes, salmon fruit and other goods to the value of £55.
It was later found that the stolen truck was the property of
the National Trading Company of West Perth, and had
been stolen from the house of the driver in Seventh Avenue, May lands.
Such incidents as this prove conclusively the value of the
wireless patrol which, besides bringing criminals to justice
in double quick time, must surely be a powerful de-terrent
to many who contemplate Crimes in the suburban area.
It is probable that the wireless patrol since its In-ception
has been instrumental in checking more crimes than most
police stations, for no criminal can be sure that the patrol is
not just around the corner waiting to arrest him as soon as
he begins his unlawful work.
Thanks to Gary Cowan and the magazine for this article.

Few cars were abroad at that time of night, but those that
were on the road quickly pulled over to one side as the police car flashed by them with shrieking siren and was swallowed ) in the night. In eight minutes the wireless patrol was
in Mount Lawley, and often during those eight minutes. the
speedometer had flickered over the eighty miles an hour
mark.
Arrived in ML Lawley the members of the patrol soon
found the owner of the grocer's shop, Mr. Farnham, and
from him learnt that a considerable amount of merchandise se had been stolen, and that it had been removed on a
motor truck which had been seen leaving the shop.
Searching the ground the patrolmen soon found the tyre
tracks of the truck and slowly followed them through the
district. After some time the truck was discovered with the
stolen goods still packed on it near Caledonian Avenue. in
Maylands, but the driver of the truck had disappeared.
Owing to the swampy nature of the ground in this vicinity it seemed very likely that the footprints of the driver
would be discovered if a careful search were made. While
a search was being made the outline of a man's form was
seen on the crest of a small hill. but it disappeared instant-
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ENTERTAINMENT
ENTERPRISES
The small population of Geraldton in the
early 1900’s had the luxury of several
public halls which vigorously competed
for patronage with a wide variety of enRussell Nash
tertainment and regularly advertised
their coming attractions in the local press.

“Soldiers Pictures” here
using the proceeds to assist the rehabilitation of
returned servicemen.
“Pom” Marsh remembers in
the early days when he
worked at the Marsh’s
Queen’s Hall, and when the
first film ended, he furiously
wound back the reels and
then raced them to the
King’s Theatre in Fitzgerald
Fig. 1 Kings theatre 1911
Street to exchange for the
feature film shown there.

The first was Queen’s Hall, built at the rear of the Dan
Marsh Wheelwright & Engineering Complex, situated on
the Northern (ocean) end of what is now Cathedral Avenue. Regular dances, roller skating, social evenings and It was a hectic dash to exchange films and he was paid
public meetings were popular activities at this venue and two shillings and sixpence a week.
later silent movie pictures were introduced.
Alfred Wheat, Figure 2, arrived in Geraldton in 1921 to
manage the picture business. Alf had been a travelling
By 1913 there were occasional or weekly seasons of
picture showman in the Great Southern Region of W.A.
films in this hall. Here the first Fox and Paramount films before going to the War in
were shown, the screenings were provided by a Perth
1915.
exhibitor H.E. Seguy with the entry fee of 1/6. Wooden
forms were used for seats on the ground floor and ordiAt the end of his Service
nary seats on the upper floor.
with the A.I.F. he was
granted two months paid
Bennett’s elite drapery was later built there, but no trace leave in April 1919 to atof the original building remains. During the same period, tend Victoria Cinema ColKing’s Hall opened off Marine Terrace, the timber framed lege in London, before
and corrugated iron building with asbestos lined interior returning to Australia in
walls was located well back from the street frontage. It
October 1919.
had a dress circle section accommodating 100, but the
press reports of the day gave no indication of how many Over the next ten years,
patrons crowded into the lower viewing level.
he bought out the syndicate and renamed the picOn opening night Charles Lupp’s Orchestra provided the tures “Radio Pictures”. He
music. King’s Hall also offered varied entertainment over decided on the name
the years, ranging from movies, singers, Indian magichange because he beFig. 2. Alfred Wheat, 1921
cians and acrobats. There has been conjecture regardlieved radio at some time
ing the location of King’s Hall, but its sitting off Marine
in the future would be used in the sound system of film.
Terrace, adjacent to the rear of the 1908 built butcher
shop currently operated by Mick Davey has been conThough still operating from the King’s Theatre, he then
firmed by a press report of the obituary of prominent loconsolidated the screenings which had been in both the
cal musician and orchestra conductor Charles Lupp in
King’s Theatre and Queen’s Hall, and had a monopoly in
Dec 1950, and also by local identity “Pom” Marsh.
the town by 1930 when the changeover to talkies occurred. Raycophone sound equipment was installed,
In later years Joseph’s furniture Arcade operated in the
additional seating was provided, and “flowing curtains ...
stone and brick building fronting King’s Hall and this
were suspended at vantage points around the
store used the hall at the rear to display stock. In the mid hall” (Geraldton Guardian 23 Dec 1930) for the inaugural
1980s the hall was vacant and later the hall was used as presentation.
a spray painting and panel repair shop before finally being demolished.
The Guardian reporter explained the delay in the arrival
of the new technology by the proprietor’s desire to proA third hall known as King’s Theatre, Figure 1, which still vide the very best equipment, and the full house which
remains in Fitzgerald Street had been built in 1911, next enjoyed Bulldog Drummond, and Tanned Legs on the
door to the Shamrock Hotel, just up from the corner of
opening night seemed well pleased with the result.
Marine Terrace. By 1913 there were occasional screen- In fact, Radio Pictures, in the old King’s Theatre prosings or weekly seasons in the hall, with Charles Lupp for pered enough for Alfred Wheat to decide it was time for
a time as manager.
new premises.
After the War, a syndicate of local businessmen set up
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He persuaded the trustees of the T.G. Kitching
Estate (owners of the land on which both the old and
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new theatres stood) to include a cinema in a major devel- The theatre also had full stage facilities to enable use for
opment on the corner of Fitzgerald Street and Marine
live shows, both local productions and visiting compaTerrace:
nies. The new cinema included a big red perpendicular
neon sign highlighting ‘Radio’ on the front of the building.
The sign was the first such sign in Geraldton, but was
The new block of buildings with its two storied frontage,
considered by some as a danger to shipping – though
finished in plaster, presents an attractive appearance. It
was regarded affectionately by others as a landmark.
comprises the theatre, a service station, motor show
rooms, and two shops, whilst on the upper storey there
are four modern flats. (Geraldton Guardian and Express, During the Second World War the theatre experienced a
10 April 1937)
boom period, screening films every night mainly due to
the number of servicemen stationed in the area. After the
War, when the building was again renovated, it was the
Movie screening at King’s Theatre ended when Radio
Theatre was built. The old building was absorbed into the first to introduce fluorescent lighting to the district. By the
time Alf Wheat sold the business (not the premises) to
motor vehicle business of the Wheat family, the interior
Goldfields Pictures in 1951 he was recognised as one of
stripped and modified as a workshop. The building was
sold in April 1986, was in use as an indoor archery centre the pioneers of the film industry in the state.
1997, and latterly a camping supplies store before becoming vacant.
He was said to have been the longest serving exhibitor in
Australia at the time. Goldfields Pictures continued
The new Radio Theatre, designed by Samuel Rosenthal screening in the theatre till 1971. However, in the early
and built by Richard Cardilini, cost 12,500 pounds, and
eighties a syndicate headed by Dan Cunningham reowas leased to Mr A.G. Wheat. It opened on Friday 9 April pened the cinema before it closed again soon after its
1937:
50th birthday in 1988.
The vestibule is wide and is fitted with swing doors as a
protection from the weather. Within the vestibule is the
glass-enclosed ticket office, and flanking the vestibule
there is the office on one side and on the other a ladies
rest room and a room for parking perambulators, a convenience which will be greatly appreciated by mothers.

In 1990 the building was classified by the National Trust.
The Trust views it as most important that this “Art Deco”
style building be retained and that the City of Geraldton
safe guard it in their town Planning Scheme.

Sources:
Geraldton Guardian, 31 December 1999, Movie-going a
popular pastime.
A.G. Wheat, correspondence with Colleen Pead, research assistant La Trobe University, on a project to document the history of film in Western Australia 1986.
Geraldton Guardian and Express, 20 & 23 December
1930, The Talkies Inauguration in Geraldton.
The seats are of the tip up variety, nicely upholstered in
leather. In addition, much greater space has been provid- Geraldton Guardian and Express, 10 April 1937, New
ed between the rows of seats, a consideration which will Radio Theatre Opening
also be viewed with favour, whilst the seats are also widEditors Note : a follow-on article on Alfred George
er. (Geraldton Guardian and Express, 10 April 1937)
The circle is reached by a wide staircase, and at the top
on either side there are lounges, comfortably furnished
with chairs and couches, whilst there is also a retiring
room for ladies. The interior of the theatre has been designed to afford the maximum comfort possible, and it will
provide accommodation for nine hundred people ...

Wheat will appear in the next edition of “Radio-Gram”.

Restored 1960 22 inch Philips TV (Norbert Torney)
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Note : Advertisements are placed free-of-charge,
but should be of a non-exploitive nature. (Editor)

Check out our Club Website!
VWGC.ORG.AU

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
WIRELESSES AND GRAMOPHONES

There are also Links to other pages relating to Membership, Meetings, Auctions, Contact Details, Club
Magazine, Advertisements, Gramophone Needles
etc. We are fortunate to have an excellent site managed by member Reg Gauci
So check it out and keep up to date!

WANTED TO BORROW
For research purposes
Brown wax Edison cylinder record
These are fragile. Please avoid
playing it before record is inspected
See photo below.
Richard Rennie 9330 1636

ALMOST SOLD OUT!
LIMITED COPIES
STILL AVAILABLE!

The stories and catalogues in this book
were largely produced by documenting those
Western Australian wirelesses and gramophones that
exist in local museums and private collections,
and by interviewing, over the past 20 years,
many of the people who actually built and/or sold
them.
207 pages
400 illustrations, most in colour.
The book may be purchased through:
STYLUS AVAILABLE FOR RECORD PLAYER
The club has a range of styli and cartridges available.
I also have MANY new styli (78 and Lp) available,
each at a small cost..
I have a catalogue to assist identification of required
cartridge and stylus.
Richard 9330 1636
rennie@lightandsound.net.au

Wanted (revised)
Step-down transformer—commercial unit in a metalcarry case with handle —1,000W (1 kvA),
Input 240/250V, Output 200/220V
Dennis Grimwood
diyaudio@oestex.com
FOR SALE
- in various makes and models
Speaker drivers - 8, 10 and 12 inch woofers, wide range,
midrange and tweeters
Speaker Cabinets complete with drivers - 2 and 3 way bookshelf and full size
Power Transformers - laminated and toroidal LV to HV
AM/FM Tuner/Receivers hi-fi modular

PA Amplifiers - with/without AM/FM tuner 35W-100W
Contact: Dennis Grimwood
email: diyaudio@oestex.com
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